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Abstract 

The paper mainly focuses on the use of artificial intelligence, especially robotics, in the 
American retail industry by introducing and explaining the growth of the U.S retail sector 
in recent years and analyzing some specific examples of three main American companies 
—Amazon, Walmart and Costco. In this article, we compare these three companies and 
discuss their similarities and differences in the use of AI. As a result, the paper finds that 
these well-known retail companies are not only shifting their focus on developing the e-
commerce but also using AI during production to raise the companies’ productivity and 
profits. 
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1. Introduction 

The retail sector is businesses and individuals selling products directly to consumers and 
includes shops, supermarkets, department stores, market stalls and internet retailers.[1] It 
includes a big part of service and products, which is a rapidly growing field for AI and robotic. 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) includes robotic systems and automatic devices, which is providing 
huge economic effect to our society. Retail industry requires accuracy and efficiency. Current AI 
technology can benefit both producers and consumers in various ways. According to figure 1, 
the US retail industry experienced an average 4.0% growth annually, exhibiting steady growth 
pace. 

America is one of the most developed countries in advanced technology. U.S has reached a high 
level in AI, especially in the retail sector. To examine how different companies use AI, the paper 
takes the example of Costco, Amazon and Walmart. Costco, as the second largest retailer with 
revenue in the United States, focuses on the accuracy and efficiency of decision-making by AI. 
AI technology of Amazon is more reflected in improving work efficiency and Walmart is more 
interested in the replacement of the service by AI system. 

By comparing the three companies, the paper discusses distinct ways in the utilization of AI. In 
a nutshell, AI brings higher productivity for the U.S retail sector in various aspects. 

2. Development in Retail Sector 

2.1. Introduction of robots and AI to the retail 

AI is reshaping retailing in many ways. Inventory distortion and high labor cost are serious 
problems in Retail Sector. The development of AI and robotics may be the cure to these 
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problems. As shown in Figure 2, both consumers and producers benefit from the automation 
system.[2] Briefly Speaking, AI and robots provide consumer with better shopping experience 
by pairing the consumer’s needs automatically, for example. Meanwhile, AI raises productivity 
and saves cost through hiring less labor. 

 

 
Figure 1. The Growth of US Retail Sales during 2008 to 2019 

 

 
Figure 2. How the introduction of AI improves productivity in every aspect of the industry 
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In general, technology in the retail system is divided into big data, machine learning, and AI. 
There is an illustration (as shown in figure 3) to help elaborate.[2] In general, data collected 
from consumers will be analyzed and learned automatically by AI by forming an algorithm 
program. 

 
Figure 3. Elaboration on how Algorithm Works of AI in Retailing 

 

2.2. Achievement in Global Retail Sector 

Today, there are already some smart machines are used such as Radio-Frequency identification 
(RFID), the Bossa Nova robot which checks the repertories and help the retailers to get data 
(Figure 4 from Robert Bogue, 2019), [2] the swift arm robots that can deliver food and dance in 
Japan (Yoshihiro Kusuda, 2010) and so on. Also, there are some successful systems are used to 
make the whole service from the shops more personal and convenient. For example, Amazon 
Go is developed to provide the automated service, which make shopping even more convenient. 
All in all, such researches and use in this way is developing quickly.[2] 

 

 
Figure 4. Use of robots in a supermarket 

 

3. Three Top US Retail Companies: Amazon, Walmart and Costco 

3.1. Costco 

Costco is well known for its membership service. Although Costco push e-commerce later than 
its competitors, significant changes have been made when the company gives priority to buying 
online and digitizing the in-store experience, etc. [3] According to Yahoo finance, Costco’s e-
commerce was up 28.5% to $1.5 billion, far higher than the 8.4% growth of the wholesale 
retailer’s comparable sales, compared with fiscal performance of $1.17 billion and 12% growth. 
[3] 

http://e.businessinsider.com/click/12485635.8664/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZm9yYmVzLmNvbS9zaXRlcy9iYXJiYXJhdGhhdS8yMDE4LzAzLzA3L2Nvc3Rjby1jZm8tc2Vjb25kLXF1YXJ0ZXItZ2FpbnMtY29pbmNpZGUtd2l0aC1sb3dlci1wcmljZXMtZS1jb21tZXJjZS1ncm93dGgtaGlnaGVyLW1hcmdpbnMvIzc4OGM1ZGU4NDE4Mg/56c34aced7aaa8f87d8b56a7Be9d14c17
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From October 2017, Costco has been taking many measures to improve e-commerce, including 
offering two-day delivery on orders over $75 [4], promoting online orders by store associates 
to make transactions easier, adding pharmacy order management, making more popular 
brands available on its website including Sony, Samsung, Apple, etc. The fiscal year Q3, 2019 
earnings shows 22% increase year over the year of Costco-commerce sales.[3] 

In addition, Costco puts AI into use in the operation of the fresh food department to reduce the 
cost of unsold food which had been donated. Working with SAP, managers are assisted to 
supply the suitable amount of fresh food for customers by a demand forecasting algorithm 
instead of drawing production plan by reviewing sales and trend reports or researching local 
events and experience.[5] 

AI predicts from historical data and proposes a specific course of action depending on the state 
of the bakery. With AI’s help, Costco could always provide fresh and available food to customers 
at lower cost than before. This company also devotes to utilize enterprise data, such as the 
relationship between customers, quantity and the sporting event, to grasp the new business 
opportunity. Costco is still developing other AI technologies with their high-tech partners. [5] 

3.2. Walmart 

As one of the leading retail corporations in the US, generating billions of revenue annually and 
exerting a significant degree of influence upon the global retail industry, Walmart provides 
excellent partial evidence in regards to the impact of AI upon the retail industry. 

Among the current trend toward automation and AI, Walmart has gradually started to 
implement AI and automation technologies to bolster its productivity and profit. In many new 
stores, numbers of cameras, scanners and sensors have been installed to monitor consumers’ 
behavior and facilities the store’s logistics much more efficiently compared to the period of 
relying on human labors ( Society for US Stock Investigation 2019). The store would be able to 
constantly supervise its inventory to replenish depleted shelves and prevent pilferage. 
Moreover, other technologies such as a box un packer machines are also incorporated to 
improve the efficiency. By 2019, Walmart has already implemented these technologies in over 
1500 stores (China Business Industry Research Institute). 

Aside from implementing automation, Walmart has also applied its technology- such as the data 
analytics and machine learning- in launching its e-Commerce program, providing consumers 
the option of purchasing goods and service online that would be delivered by Walmart.  

The fruit of Walmart’ s investment in artificial intelligence has certain been reflected in its stock 
and profit. According to Fortune China, since AI was implemented in 2017, Walmart’s gross 
profit has steadily increased from 485873 million in 2017, to 500343 million in 2018, and to 
514405 million this year. (Fortune China 2019)  Walmart’s stock value also increased from 63 
dollars at the beginnings of 2017 January 31st to 118 dollars each in two years( East Money 
2019). 

Therefore, it is obvious that the correlation between Walmart’s rapid growth and its 
implementation of AI technologies certainly does exist. 

3.3. Amazon 

Amazon is one of the largest and earliest online e-commerce companies in the United States.[6] 
Both Amazon’s physical stores and online stores have a large variety and amounts of products. 
This led to a series of problems, such as physical store customers could not find target products, 
online consumers delayed receiving or accepted wrong products. In response, Amazon took 
corresponding measures such as recruiting more employees. The cost of hiring was high with 
little effect. In recent years, Amazon has increased the use of artificial robots in their retail 
physical stores and online stores to solve the problems.  
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In 2012, Amazon spent US $ 775 million to acquire Kiva Systems—a robotics research and 
development company—aimed to improve automation in Amazon’s warehouses.[7] So far, Kiva 
robots have been used in the warehouses of more than 15,000 physical stores since 1400 Kiva 
robots were active in May 2012. With the help of Kiva robots, work efficiency in Amazon 
warehouses improved by a large margin. Meanwhile, Kiva robots helped Amazon’s online 
stores shorten their delivery time so that they can compete with other physical stores.  

In 2013, the surge of online shopping packages exceeded the delivery load of the express 
company UPS, many Christmas packages were not delivered to the buyers in time as a result. 
[8] However, this problem is well solved now by the Kiva robot with the help of robots. 
Therefore, Amazon’s sales revenue improved significantly in last several years compared with 
company’s sales growth that increase slightly almost every year. 

In conclusion, robot plays a vital role in the entire Amazon retail’s sales and delivery chain now. 

4. Comparison between Costco, Amazon and Walmart 

4.1. Costco & Amazon 

Costco and Amazon focus on different aspects of business models. Costco relies on the 
warehouse club mode. Shoppers have to pay an annual membership fee of $60 to enjoy the 
privilege of cheap commodities and other benefits. Amazon has a specific program called 
“prime employment program which had signed up more than 100 million users. The program 
offers a range of benefits, including two-day free delivery, free video streaming, and discounts 
for the whole food supermarket. “Prime” has become a major source of Amazon's competitive 
advantage. 

Costco and Amazon have very similar customers in terms of revenue and demographic 
composition. According to “Moffett Nathanson”, 57% of Costco members are also “prime” 
members of Amazon. For both companies, membership programs can target customers and 
motivate them to buy. In North America, the renewal rates for both services are 90% or higher, 
indicating high customer satisfaction. 

Costco's AI is utilized more in improving the accuracy and efficiency of daily decision-making, 
which operates in the physical store mode. In cooperation with SAP, the robot's demand budget 
system, passenger flow data and major events around are used to calculate to determine the 
stock volume of fresh food and make a specific daily production plan to ensure that there are 
available fresh goods. To some extent, AI will replace the manager to make more rational and 
effective decision-making. This can ensure the quantity and quality of goods. 

Amazon's AI technology is more reflected in improving work efficiency. In the store service, the 
robot of KIVA system replaces the cashier to identify the QR code, improves the delivery speed 
of goods, and effectively reduces the time of the cashier's work; they also help to distribute the 
goods in warehouse storage. As for transportation, Amazon uses the robot to divide the work 
in multiple links, which greatly increases the speed, and reduces low efficiency and errors 
caused by artificial carelessness or fatigue.  

Compared with Amazon, Costco's e-commerce function develops later. Before 2017, despite the 
fierce competition in e-commerce, Costco remained unmoved and was firmly committed to the 
physical store customer service. In October 2017, It began to develop e-commerce and make 
significant fiscal improvement in 2018. 

Amazon has been very successful in e-commerce, controlling about half of online sales in the 
US. In 2018, Amazon's network service division achieved revenue of the US $25.7 billion, a year-
on-year increase of 47%, and its operating profit jumped 68% to US $7.3 billion. 

These two companies have different styles and business models, which make their investment 
in AI and e-commerce very different. 
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4.2. Walmart and Amazon 

Walmart, which is regarded as a traditional enterprise, is not inferior to Amazon in the 
application of AI and big data. 

Amazon’s big data analysis system has a great advantage in the e-commerce industry. It uses 
its 2 billion user accounts, through the prediction and analysis of 1 billion GB data on 1.4 million 
servers to understand customer needs, and provide personalized service experience for users. 

Recently, Walmart accomplished with a company called Inkiru to improve its ability to use big 
data in marketing, sales and anti-fraud. Its big data ecosystem processes terabytes of new data 
and petabytes of historical data per day. It is reported that Walmart has collected nearly 145 
million U.S. customers through Wifi in the store (equivalent to 60% of the population in the 
United State). 

In offline stores, Amazon and Walmart have made extensive use of AI technology. Amazon 
acquired Kiva Systems in 2012, applied it to the inventory system. The robotics department can 
help Amazon save about $900 million in labor costs per year; In Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, 
Walmart has a 1.2 million square feet-warehouse, in which two 40-foot-tall machine towers are 
installed to transport products.  

Amazon go, Amazon's self-service physical supermarket, is known as the subverter of physical 
retail stores; Walmart has entered into a partnership with Five Elements Robotics, to replace 
shopping carts with shopping guide robots. 

The value of AI depends on specific business scenarios and data perpendicular to the scenarios. 
Walmart's business advantage lies in its almost ubiquitous offline stores, each of which is a data 
generator. Walmart has more than 4500 supermarkets in the world, accounting for about 18% 
of the grocery market. More than 90% of U.S. shoppers have Walmart stores within 10 miles of 
each other. At present, the number of Amazon's offline stores is far less than Waymart’s, but 
through the acquisition of "whole foods", Amazon has virtually increased hundreds of 
distribution centers.  

In 2017, Amazon's revenue was close to US $178 billion, with an average of US $315000 per 
employee; Waymart’s revenue reached US $500 billion more, but because the number of 
employees was four times that of Amazon, revenue per employee was only US $217000. 
Waymart has been criticized for its low wages and benefits. Walmart said it would seek more 
benefits for full-time employees after the implementation of automation, which would raise the 
starting hourly wage to $11 and pay more bonuses. 

In general, Amazon and Walmart have their own applications and explorations in AI and big 
data. 

4.3. Costco & Walmart  

Costco introduced the new concept of e-retailing, selling goods online through their websites 
and offer online and offline pick-up, or two-day delivery for high-value orders. Costco uses this 
flexible and efficient approach to drive sales growth. Using AI as a means to increase revenue is 
not only reflected in sales and distribution, but in production. Costco uses AI algorithms to 
balance supply and demand between retailers and customers to control costs without wasting 
food.  

Walmart also uses AI technology to increase its revenue, but with a different focus than Costco. 
In Walmart, smart anti-theft devices such as smart monitoring, infrared sensors and other 
devices are installed to reduce the likelihood of theft and thus stop losses. Like Costco, they're 
bringing AI to logistics. Walmart uses robots to carry out sub-packing and short-haul deliveries 
to reduce labor costs.  

To sum up, both companies have used AI to boost their revenues, but their methods of using AI 
are not similar. 
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5. Conclusion: 

Admittedly, the rapid development of AI technology has brought the global retail sector, both 
opportunities and challenges, especially for the United State who occupies world leading retail 
companies along with top achievement in AI. The three American retail company mainly used 
AI through two ways: (1) usage of AI during production as the replacement of labors to reduce 
cost and advance productivity; (2) usage of AI in the e-commerce system to attract more 
customers by making their service more convenient. Due to distinct advantages for each 
company, different companies focus on different perspectives. Take Walmart for example. 
Walmart spent more effort on how to use robotics to increase productivity meanwhile reducing 
the amount of inventory. 

Further research may focus on quantitative predictions for the sector even each company. 
Despite the merits of AI, companies have to value the cost of developing new technology and 
compensations to workers on issues led by rising unemployment due to the replacement of 
labors. 
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